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ABSTRACT
Pleat structure and tight pleat spacing of pleated filter cartridges often lead to patchy cleaning when applying reverse
pulsing technique process to regenerate filter media, consequently resulted in the decrease of the efficiency and quality of
reverse pulsed-jet cleaning as well as the service lifetime of filtration units. For improving the non-uniform cleaning or
patchy cleaning, a novel convergent trapezoidal pleat shape was used in multi-pulsing reverse flow cleaning. A transient
3D CFD simulation in a simple filtration system with a single filter cartridge was carried out under the four multi-pulsing
modes. The effects of multi-pulsing flow cleaning on the cleaning efficiency and quality were systematically investigated.
Compared with single-pulsing cleaning mode, the peak pressure differences at the upper regions all became positive
because of the increased cleaning frequency, and thus which would be crucially important for improving the local cleaning
mechanical stresses and cleaning efficiency. Moreover, the extra peak-pressure augment in the lower regions of filter
cartridge also had a positive influence of local cleaning efficiency. For the multi-pulsing scheme of Waveform #4, the peak
pressure difference at the section 4 increased by 11.2% than the single-pulsing scheme. The related action mechanism had
high correlation with the interaction of residue gas and following jet. Finally, the improvement of the cleaning efficiency
and quality are expected to be validated under the decreasing tank pressure and real permeability.
Keywords: Pleated filter cartridge; Reverse multi-pulsing cleaning; Cleaning efficiency; Cleaning quality; Convergent
trapezoidal pleat shape.

INTRODUCTION
Reverse pulsing jet cleaning has been widely adopted in
industrial filtration applications for periodical regeneration
of cartridge filter media (Leith and Ellenbecker, 1980; Lu
and Tsai, 1996; Itoa et al., 1998; Simon et al., 2007). In
continuous filtration systems either for powder material
recovery or particulate matter removal, reverse pulsing jet
cleaning is considered as the standard technique to maintain
economical filtration operation. Compared with baghouse
filters, pleated cartridge filters provide special advantage in
enabling a large filtration area being arranged in a compact
container and in having low pressure drop in the filtration
operation (Chen and Pui, 1996; Wakeman et al., 2005). The
pleat structure and tight pleat spacing of filter cartridges
often lead to patchy cleaning, thus decreasing the cleaning
efficiency and quality, and the service lifetime of filtration
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units. The patchy cleaning means the non-uniform cleaning
reflected in various modes, including the temporal and spatial
non-uniformity. In addition, lowering cleaning energy and
air tank pressure are much desired in the advanced design
of pleated filter cartridges.
For cartridges with classical V-shaped pleats the media
pleating parameters (i.e., pleat pitch, height and count as well
as filter properties) and the operational variables of reverse
pulsing jet (i.e., the air tank pressure, and pulse timing and
duration) have their individual effects on the cleaning
performance of a pleated cartridge. The research of reverse
pulsing jet cleaning has been focused on the improvement
of cleaning efficiency and quality for pleated filter cartridges
by varying operational and pleating parameters (Calle et
al., 2002; Lo et al., 2010a; Lo et al., 2010b; Bemer et al.,
2013; Yan et al., 2013; Qian et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015a;
Li et al., 2015b; Yan et al., 2015). The performance of
pleated filter cartridges (with different pleat geometries and
filter medium properties) under various cleaning conditions
(i.e., cleaning mode and tank intensity) was investigated in
a full-sized dust collector periodically cleaned by a reverse
pulsing jet (Lo et al., 2010a). It was found that the pleat
ratio (the ratio of pleat height to pleat pitch) had great
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influence on the cleaning efficiency of pleated cartridges
and the tank pressure is critical for the pulsing jet cleaning.
More, the cleaning quality is varied with the change of
cleaning modes. The ineffective cleaning was shown for
reverse pulsing jet cleaning in certain cleaning modes
(Calle et al., 2002; Bemer et al., 2013). Pre-coating (Bemer
et al., 2013) and cone installation (Li et al., 2015a) of
pleated filter cartridges have shown to have positive impact
on the efficiency and quality of reverse pulsing jet cleaning.
The optimization of nozzles (Yan et al., 2013; Qian et al.,
2014; Yan et al., 2015) and tank pressure (Lo et al., 2010a;
Yan et al., 2015) have also evidenced the reduction of
incomplete cleaning or patchy cleaning under certain
conditions. However, the poor cleaning quality and patchy
cleaning near the head of filter cartridges remains an issue
for reverse pulsing jet cleaning.
With the increase of computer power and memory, the
modeling of filtration systems under the process of reverse
pulsing jet cleaning becomes feasible on workstations. The
calculation of pressure and flow fields around pleated
cartridges has been performed to evaluate the efficiency of
reverse pulsed-jet cleaning (Ahmadi and Smith, 2002; Lo
et al., 2010a). Time-dependent 3D models were developed
to explore the relationship between cleaning efficiency and
filter pleating parameters. The average static pressure and
static pressure distribution on the surface of cartridge filter
media, which is difficult to be measured, were concluded
as the good indicator for cleaning filter cartridges (Lo et
al., 2010a). Numerical modeling of time-dependent gas
flow field and pressure distribution in pulsing-jet cleaning
of baghouse filters was also performed (Ahmadi and Smith,
2002). Satisfactory result on the performance of reverse
pulsing-jet cleaning for baghouse filters and pleated filter
cartridges were achieved via the numerical modeling.
In this study we investigated the cleaning of filter cartridges
with convergent trapezoidal pleats via reverse multi-pulsing
jet flow. The filter cartridges with convergent trapezoidal
pleats offer the better solution to efficiently increase the
static pressure drop across pleated filter media. It has been
evidenced in our previous works (Chen and Chen, 2016;
Chen et al., 2017) filter cartridges equipped with convergent
trapezoidal pleats offer improved efficiency and quality
when they are cleaned by reverse pulsing jet flow. In the
meantime, the patchy cleaning issue encountered in the
case of filter cartridges with classical V-shaped pleats can
be minimized using reverse multi-pulsing jet flow. We thus
hypothesized that the combination of both should offer
even better cleaning efficiency and quality for pleated filter
cartridges. We proposed to clean filter cartridges via multiple
pulsing jets, instead of one single pulsing typically applied
in existed filtration systems (under the assumption of the
same total duration for tank valve opening). This reverse
cleaning method is called as the “reverse multi-pulsing jet
cleaning” way. The effect of multi-pulsing schemes on the
cleaning efficiency and quality for studied filter cartridges
was studied via a transient 3D CFD modeling of a simple
filtration system having a single filter cartridge. Numerical
modeling was thus performed for this investigation and the
result of our investigation is presented in the following.

NUMERICAL MODEL AND METHODS
Numerical Model
Shown in Fig. 1 is the studied filter cartridge with
convergent trapezoidal pleats which have larger spacing at
the pleat tips compared with that of typical V-shaped
pleats. The thickness of filter media is assumed 0.8 mm and
the total pleat count is 40. The choices of 0.8 mm medium
thickness and 40 pleat counts are based on the literatures
(Lo, 2006; Lo et al., 2010a). The other schemes with
different filter mediums and pleat counts have not been
studied in the research so far. As seen in Fig. 1, the width
of top surface of the filter pleat with a convergent
trapezoidal shape is defined as “W”, and the “C” represents
the pleat pitch. The schematic diagram of the single-unit
filtration system under this study is also shown in Fig. 2.
The injection nozzle (with the ID of 5 mm) was placed along
the axis of filter cartridges. Because of the axisymmetric
arrangement of the studied system, a single pleat was modeled

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of studied filter cartridges with
convergent trapezoidal pleats.

Fig. 2. Diagram of a studied filtration system with single
filter cartridge in this study.
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(2006): when the tank pressure and pulse duration were set
at 482,370 Pa and 0.35 s, respectively, the highest total
pressure and pulse duration measured at the nozzle inlet
were 45,000 Pa and 0.5 s during air injection, respectively.
For comparison the peak total pressure and total pulse
duration in all the modes were kept identical. The case of
Waveform #1 mode operation was used as the reference.
Standard atmospheric pressure was applied as an average
static pressure at the outlets of computational domain. The
inlet static temperature and turbulence intensity was assumed
to be 300 K and 5%, respectively.

in our study. In reality, once the cleaning is initiated, high
pressure gas flows through a solenoid valve, a long flow
tube and reach injection nozzle from a pressure tank. Since
the flow in the gas delivery pipelines is not the focus of
this study, the gas flow rate exited from the nozzle was
modeled by assuming a given time-dependent total pressure
at the nozzle inlet.
Four different pulsing modes (i.e., waveforms) for the
transient total pressure at the nozzle inlet (shown in Fig. 3(a))
were investigated. They include the single pulsing mode
(i.e., Waveform #1, representing the mode in standard
industrial filtration systems) and three other hypothetical
total pressure modes (i.e., Waveforms #2, #3 and #4,
respecting the multiple pulsing modes). The design of these
waveforms was based on the data given in the work of Lo

Numerical Methods
The CFD ANSYS CFX R.14 code (ANSYS, 2011) was
used to calculate the flow and pressure fields in the studied
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of studied reverse flow pulsing schemes (a) with constant peak inlet pressure; (b) with the
consideration of peak inlet pressure reduction due to the depletion of gas tank during a cleaning cycle.
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filtration system under the reverse pulsing-flow cleaning.
Unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stocks equations were
solved. The step for matching in time was 0.0003 s. The
second-order backward Euler scheme was applied to the
transition terms in the governing equations. The flow in the
porous media was assumed isothermal and the total energy
was set in the fluid domain. The SST k-ω turbulent model
with second-order accuracy was applied as the wall function.
The above modelling has been extensively validated for a
wide range of flows (Menter et al., 2003).
Structured meshes were generated using the commercial
software of mesh generation, ANSYS ICEM CFD R.14.
Structured meshes with three-dimensional hexahedral
elements were selected in this modeling. Meshes nearby
the surface of filter media and nozzle were refined to
ensure the y+ (y+: dimensionless wall distance) of the first
mesh layer near the surfaces is less than 1.0. Fig. 4 shows a
typical computational domain used in the study. The number
of mesh nodes used in the computational domain was 1.3
M with encrypted meshes on the surface of filter media
(approximate 0.1 M).
Total-pressure boundary conditions were set at the inlet
and outlet of the computational domain. The transient
distribution of total pressure at the inlet was given in Fig. 3
and the back pressure at the outlet was a standard atmospheric
pressure, set as average static pressure over the entire outlet.
The computational domain consisted of three subdomains two for fluid and one for porous domain. Domains with
different physical parameters were connected via GGI
(General Grid Interface), allowing the total energy to flow
through the fluid-porous interface.
Flow in porous media can be calculated in the CFX
(ANSYS, 2011) using the model for momentum loss (or
full porous medium model). An isotropic porous filter media
was assumed. K1 and K2 are the permeability and quadratic

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of a typical computational
domain (10 copies, 1/4 circle).

loss coefficient, respectively. In this study, K1 and K2 were
set to 2 × 10–12 m2 and 1,000 m–1, respectively, obtained
from the filter-testing data reported in the work (Lo, 2006).
The filter porosity of 0.99 was given for filter media. The
deformation of filter media during the pulsing-jet cleaning
was not considered in this modeling.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It has been observed that the top section of filter cartridges
have the worst cleaning efficiency and quality under the
reverse single pulsing jet flow cleaning in the literatures
(Lo et al., 2010b; Yan et al., 2013). To improve the nonuniform cleaning at the top section of filter cartridges, we
had proposed a novel cleaning technique utilizing multiple
pulsing jet flow in one cleaning cycle (Chen and Chen,
2016). The concept of multiple pulsing jet flow for cleaning
is derived from the observation that, in a single pulsing jet
cleaning process, the cleaning action at the cartridge top
becomes very ineffective when high-speed flow jet flow
reaches the cartridge base (because of the presence of low
positive or even negative static pressure). High positive
static pressure at the cartridge top only happens once in a
very short time when the jet stream flows through the filter
media at the top cartridge session. The multiple pulsing jet
flow for cleaning was thus suggested to increase the
number of cleaning counts at the cartridge top session.
Peak Static Pressure Difference
Static pressure difference is a good indicator for the
efficiency and quality of reverse pulsing jet flow cleaning.
The static pressure difference discussed herein is defined as
the area-averaged static pressure difference between the
inner and outer surfaces of filter media packed in cartridges.
The higher static pressure difference results in the higher
mechanical stresses for cleaning. The static pressure
difference was used as a better indicator for the efficiency and
quality of reverse pulsing jet flow cleaning in our previous
works (Chen and Chen, 2016; Chen et al., 2017). Fig. 5
shows the distribution of peak static pressure difference at
different sections of studied filter cartridge at t = 0.2 s to
0.3 s. Note that, for later data analysis, studied filter cartridge
was evenly divided into ten sections from the base to the
top of the filter cartridge (numbered from Area 1 to 10
accordingly) as shown in the right of Fig. 5. For all three
multi-pulsing modes, the peak pressure difference at the
cartridge top and base was all increased except for the
cartridge sections numbered 6 in the case of the Waveform
#3 scheme. In this exceptional case the changing of pressure
difference was more gradual than that using the singlepulsing mode (i.e., Waveform #1). Compared with the single
pulsing jet cleaning, the peak static pressure difference at the
top cartridge sections (i.e., Area 7–10) apparently increased
and had undergone the significant transition of surface
pressure difference from the negative value to positive. The
above pressure difference transition is expected to result in
the local cleaning mechanical stresses on filter surface,
improving the cleaning efficiency and quality. The increase
of static pressure difference at the cartridge base sections
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Fig. 5. Distribution of average peak pulse pressure at various sections of studied filter cartridges (t = 0.2–0.3 s). Note that
the base section of studied cartridge was labeled as Area 1 and the top section as Area 10.
(i.e., Area 1–5) was smaller than that at the top sections.
Nonetheless, slightly increased peak-pressure difference
will have positive impact on the cleaning efficiency.
Table 1 gives the percentage of increased peak pressure
difference at various base sections of studied cartridge
during t = 0.2–0.3 s. The peak pressure difference in the
case of Waveform #1 was used as the reference. For all three
studied multi-pulsing schemes, the maximal enhancement
occurred at the section 4, i.e., 6.9% for Waveform #2,
10.5% for Waveform #3 and 11.2% for Waveform #4.

Table 1. The enhancement of average peak pressure at the
base sections of studied filter cartridges (t = 0.2–0.3 s)
(The “Pa1”, “Pa2”, “Pa3”, “Pa4” and “Pa5” represent the peak
static pressure difference at the Area 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5,
respectively).

Transient Averaged Static Pressure
In some previous studies (Simon et al., 2007; Lo et al.,
2010a; Yan et al., 2015), the time-dependent static pressure
were chosen as the indicator for efficiency and quality of
reverse flow cleaning (instead of peak pressure difference).
Fig. 6 thus provides a time-dependent averaged static pressure
at various cartridge sections. In the case of Waveform #1
(typical single-pulsing cleaning) the high pressure fluctuations
at the sections of Area 8–10 briefly occurred in the initial
cleaning phase. The static pressure was then gradually
reduced and approached to a negative value after approximate
0.01 s. The static pressure on the top cartridge sections was
negative for a very brief period of time, which was one of
primary reasons for the observed patchy cleaning. However,
in the cases of multi-pulsing cleaning, the high pressure
fluctuation at the top cartridge sections occur frequently
according the pulsing frequency, resulting in the positive
pressure repeatedly forced on the filter surface. For multiple
pulsing jet cases, the static pressure on the surface of base
cartridge sections (Area 1–3) had distinguished characteristics
for each pulsing jet after the 1st one. The multi-pulsing
cleaning does reduce the average static pressure in a short
period time (i.e., the transition between two pulsing). There
is no evidence indicating that low static pressure would

decrease the cleaning efficiency and quality for filter
cartridges (as long as the critical static pressure is achieved).
Consequently, the transient reduction in the average static
pressure was thought not to have a negative effect on the
cleaning efficiency and quality.
Further, the rapid variation of mechanical forces resulted
from the large static pressure change could lead to a sudden
acceleration of filter media near the cartridge top sections,
consequently facilitating dust cake detachment from filter
surface (Simon et al., 2007). As evidenced in Fig. 6, the
cleaning scheme of Waveform #2 would provide the rapidest
static pressure increase at the top cartridge sections compared
with that in other two multi-pulsing waveforms.

Increasing rate (%)
Waveform 2
Waveform 3
Waveform 4

Pa1
2.0
2.7
3.1

Pa2
3.3
5.9
5.3

Pa3
5.1
9.3
8.3

Pa4
6.9
10.5
11.2

Pa5
5.8
5.6
10.3

Static Pressure and Velocity Distributions
As observed in Fig. 6 the characteristics of average static
pressure evolution during the first pulsing period of time is
obviously different from those in the sequential pulsing.
Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the transient distribution of
static pressure for the pulsing mode with Waveform #2 at
two time instances (t = 0.003 s and 0.153 s). At these two
instances initiated jet flows just entered the studied filter
cartridge. The static pressure in the cartridge at t = 0.153s
is clearly higher than that at t = 0.003 s while the static
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Fig. 7. Comparison of transient static-pressure distribution at two selected time instances in the case with the pulsing
scheme of Waveform 2: (a) the 1st pulse jet, t = 0.003 s; (b) the 4th pulse jet, t = 0.153 s.
pressure near the nozzle outlet at t = 0.153s is lower than
that at t = 0.003 s. Towards the ending of each flow pulsing,
high-pressure residual gas in the cartridge had no sufficient
time to be completely released. High-pressure was thus
established in the cartridge because of the interaction of
residue gas and pulsing jet. The increase of peak pressure
at the cartridge base is also highly correlated with aboveidentified flow interaction.
Effects of Gas Tank Pressure Decrease
In the practical cleaning operation, the compressed gas
tank pressure is decreased with time because of finite mass
of gas stored in the tank and insufficient time to fill it up
during the reverse flow cleaning. The tank pressure reduction
during the cleaning leads to the drop in pulse-jet pressure,
consequently affecting the cleaning efficiency. To investigate
the effect of total tank pressure reduction in each cleaning
cycle, we used the waveform #5 (shown in Fig. 3(b)) to
model the nozzle inlet pressure. With the decrease of total
inlet pressure, as shown in Fig. 8, the average peak pressure at
the cartridge base was reduce gradually according to the
modeled reduction trend of total inlet pressure, indicating
the potential decline of local cleaning efficiency and
quality for reverse multi-pulsing cleaning. The reduction of
average positive peak pressure at the cartridge top was
apparently slower than that at the cartridge base. Additionally,
the average negative peak pressure at the filter top was
increased. It is thus concluded that the decrease of total tank
pressure may result in the decrease of cleaning efficiency
and quality for multi-pulsing cleaning. The similar trend

was observed in the case for a single-pulsing scheme.
Effect of Dusk Cake Removal during the Cleaning Cycle
We consider the cartridge filter media and built-up dust
cake as one single layer of porous media with a timedependent permeability to model the effect of dust cake
removal on the cleaning efficiency of reverse pulsing flow
process. According to the study of dust cake release behavior
as a function of time (Ferer and Smith, 1997), the timedependent permeability during the cleaning was assumed to
follow a logarithmic cake release mode (shown in Fig. 9).
Based on the measured data of Al2O3 particles given in the
literature (Lo, 2006), the initial permeability of filter media
with dense dust cake was 3.03692 × 10–14 m2 and final
permeability of filter media with loose dust cake was 3.5 ×
10–12. Fig. 10 shows the comparison of average static
pressure for studied filter cartridges under the reverse
pulsing flow cleaning with the Waveforms #1 and #2. In
general the pressure variation and distribution had similar
characteristics with in the cases without dust cake. The
improvement of efficiency and quality for cleaning studied
filter cartridges was validated even in the cases considering
the removal of built-up dust cake during the reverse multipulsing jet. In particular, the higher peak pressure in the
first pulsing jet when the media permeability was low was
observed when compared to that in the case without the
consideration of dust cake removal. For the base sections
of filter cartridge the peak pressure in each pulsing process
of Waveform #2 was decreased with the increase of
permeability during the dust cake removal.
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Fig. 8. Distribution of time-dependent area-averaged static pressure at the base and top regions of studied filter cartridges
under the condition considering the decrease of gas tank pressure during a cleaning cycle (t = 0–0.5 s).

Fig. 9. Assumed transient permeability of media undergoing the dust cake removal in a cleaning cycle pulse
CONCLUSION
With the ultimate goal of finding efficient solutions to
solve the patchy cleaning issue of reverse flow technique,
we investigated the cases of filter cartridges having
convergent trapezoidal pleats undergoing a reverse multipulsing jet cleaning process.
For the case with the standard single-pulsing scheme, the

top sections of studied cartridge under the condition of
negative pressure difference was approximately one-third
of entire filter cartridges. By applying the multi-pulsing
cleaning schemes, the peak pressure difference at the top
cartridge sections became positive (because of the increased
pulsing frequency). The pressure change at the top sections
of filter cartridges is of importance to increase the local
cleaning mechanical stress and improving the local cleaning
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Fig. 10. Comparison of area-averaged static pressure difference as a function of time when applying the pulsing schemes
of Waveform #1 and #2 and with the consideration of dust cake removal (t = 0–0.25 s)
efficiency. Similar pressure enhancement was observed at
the base sections of studied cartridges even though the
enhancement was less than that at the top sections. The
additional peak-pressure increase at the base sections of
cartridges is also expected to have positive influence on
local cleaning efficiency. For all three studied multi-pulsing
schemes, the maximal augment occurred at the section 4,
i.e., 6.9% for Waveform #2, 10.5% for Waveform #3 and
11.2% for Waveform #4. The related action mechanism
was highly correlated with the interaction of residual gas in
cartridges from a former pulsing jet and later jet.
The effects of gas tank pressure decrease (due to finite
mass stored in the tank) and permeability change (due to the
dusk cake removal) on the cleaning efficiency and quality
for filter cartridges with convergent trapezoidal pleats were
further investigated. The positive effect to improve the
cleaning efficiency and quality by reverse multi-pulsing
flow was confirmed for studied cartridges. The decrease of
total tank pressure may result in the decrease of cleaning
efficiency and quality for multi-pulsing cleaning.
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